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ETHICAL AND REGULATORY CHALLENGES TO SCIENCE AND RESEARCH POLICY AT THE GLOBAL LEVEL

Executive Summary

The responsible governance of scientific research and technological innovation has become a political and policy concern throughout the world. Many have argued that the unfettered promotion of science and innovation is necessary to the economic vitality, public health, and national security of any country. At the same time there are those who maintain that neither science and technology nor the market can be left to operate wholly on their own without societal guidance and regulation. European experience offers informed perspectives on such issues in ways that may help inform larger discussions. It is thus useful to consider what can be seen through the eyes of Europe concerning the pursuit of responsible research and innovation.

The European Commission has recently outlined ambitious plans to create and foster an Innovation Union building on and developing post-Lisbon Treaty strategies for creating a European knowledge society. The Europe 2020 strategy further outlines a vision of Europe as an economy that is smart, sustainable and inclusive. The Innovation Union aims to turn ideas into jobs, generate green growth and promote social progress. Central to this strategy are scientific research and an innovative capacity to turn research into technologies, products and/or marketable services.

To the extent that research and innovation are not ends in themselves but anchored in human rights and linked to public goods, European policy seeks robust and effective mechanisms for the governance of science and innovation. Although we must be wary of heavy-handed governance, simple free-market faith in an invisible guiding hand is no more adequate with regard to unfettered research and innovation than it is in other sectors of the economy. Building on a previous Expert Group report on the Global Governance of Science (2009) our report thus examines two governance issues central to societal welfare: privacy protection and benefit sharing. The outcome of this examination can be summarized in terms of 12 recommendations (reviewed here in sometimes abbreviated form).

Chapter 1 spells out the concept of responsible research and innovation (RRI) as going beyond ethical responsibility and risk management to promote benefits to humanity. The benefits at issue are anchored in the human rights tradition and especially those enshrined in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union and the Treaty of Lisbon: dignity, freedoms, equality, solidarity, citizen’s rights, justice, and sustainability. The two key human rights commitments given special attention here are privacy protection and benefit sharing, which are challenged respectively by the development of new security technologies and global scientific-technological divides.

Recommendation 1: The European Commission should pursue a balance between ethical and socio-cultural diversity, both at the EU level and globally, in accord with respect for internationally recognized fundamental values. This is especially true in such challenges as the protection of privacy and benefit sharing as aspects of the global governance of science and innovation.

Chapter 2 addresses the challenge of privacy protection in the presence of new
security technologies. There is a tension between technological innovation that can promote security and the protection of privacy. Too often invasion of privacy (by means of airport body scanners, communications monitoring, and more) is presented as a way to enhance security. RRI requires critical reflection on and a search for ways to bridge the opposition. With this in mind, we make six further recommendations:

Recommendation 2: The European Commission should promote sustained research and collaborative consensus decision making to bridge the opposition between privacy and security.

Recommendation 3: The European Commission should pursue the development of truly global standards and appropriate enforcement mechanisms for the protection of privacy in the presence of advances in security technologies.

Recommendation 4: The European Commission should promote privacy protection as an innovation driver rather than a barrier.

Recommendation 5: The European Commission should promote a wider understanding of Privacy by Design and implement the principle whenever possible.

Recommendation 6: The European Commission should strengthen its own understanding of and commitment to privacy as a fundamental human right while promoting its recognition in a global context.

Recommendation 7: The European Commission should sponsor critical reflection among scholars and policy analysts on the full implications of the inherent transparency of electronic information.

Chapter 3 turns to the issue of benefit sharing. A graphic presentation of the reality of global scientific and technological divides is followed by the argument that the established meaning of benefit sharing needs to be extended with an aspirational understanding. That is, not only should those who contribute to science be able to share in its benefits; a truly RRI perspective would indicate that the benefits of science should be shared with society as a whole and globally. Going beyond benefit sharing as justice in exchange for contributions, the aspirational model is linked to issues of distributive justice as articulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This perspective leads to another five recommendations:

Recommendation 8: The European Commission should collaborate with the WHO to promote implementation of a Health Impact Fund and explore adapting the concept to other areas such as food and energy.

Recommendation 9: The European Union should work towards truly global ratification of the Convention on Biological Diversity and universal support for the Declaration of Helsinki, deploying foreign policy leverage as appropriate.

Recommendation 10: The European Commission should specifically include a requirement for compliance with the Convention on Biological Diversity in the forthcoming Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research and Innovation ethics review protocol.

Recommendation 11: Following the Millennium Development Goal approach, the European Commission should work to engage all relevant sectors of society in contributing to the aspiration of benefit sharing.

Recommendation 12: The European Commission should collaborate with the WHO
to devise a comprehensive benefit sharing framework relevant to future access to human biological resources as well as global public health.

Drawing on the case studies of privacy protection and benefit sharing, chapter 4 considers some general governance principles for promoting RRI on a broad scale. It argues for adaptation of processes manifested in multilateralism as the best means to work towards the objectives of the recommendations. Multilateralism, in turn, exhibits clear affinities with the political principle of subsidiarity and the knowledge producing practices of interdisciplinarity.

In conclusion, chapter 5 summarizes the recommendations and proposes a suite of further points and practices for consideration during specific implementation.
Questions concerning the responsible governance of scientific research and technological innovation have become topics of public discourse in developed and developing countries alike. On the one hand, there is general agreement that the promotion of research and innovation benefits society. On the other hand, the funding of research and the promotion of innovation require making decisions about priorities. Not all research programs can be funded, nor are all innovations equally worthy of promotion. Research and innovation need to be pursued in a responsible manner. Relevant decisions involve complex and difficult issues that call for analysis from multiple perspectives.

A previous Expert Group report on the Global Governance of Science (European Commission, 2009) concluded with six recommendations. The first three focused on the internal dynamics among scientists in the European Research Area (ERA) and recommended (1) the continuing promotion of ethical self-governance, (2) the self-critical appreciation of relations between science and society, and (3) making the results of research as widely available as possible. The final three focused on external relations between the ERA and the globalizing world, recommending collaboration between European and non-European scientists in ways that (4) enact fundamental human rights, (5) promote critical reflection and discussion with regard to both the means and ends of science, and (6) extend EU leadership in helping to bridge divides.

These same issues of privacy protection and benefit sharing are relevant to and increasingly prominent throughout a globalizing world. Based on a desire to consider such issues and to contribute a European perspective to the global discourse, the present Expert Group was convened for a year of critical analysis and reflection, with representatives from the fields of ethics, international relations, philosophy, political science, psychology, and sociology. Expert Group formation took place in late 2010 and met in January, June, and September 2011, supplemented by email exchanges across this period. The following report is the result of this extended expert deliberation.

Finally, we commend the Ethics and Gender unit of Directorate B (European Research Area) for initiating and supporting the work that went into this report. We also wish to acknowledge editorial assistance from Julie Cook Lucas. And it should be noted that all members of the expert group, despite various institutional affiliations, have contributed only as individuals.
Chapter 1

Introduction: The **Ideal** of Responsible Research and Innovation

Since the 1800s, science and technology have significantly improved survival rates, longevity, and material conditions of human life such as transport and communications. In the second half of the twentieth century however, questions were raised about the continuation of this trajectory, which in turn generated considerable debates about the role of science. This report, while acknowledging critical concerns on both sides of this issue, is more interested in helping to identify the best ways to continue the positive contributions of science to the citizens of Europe and to humanity as a whole.

This is a greater challenge than is sometimes appreciated. Historically, science and technology have at times been pursued without proper respect for ethical boundaries and put to monstrously destructive uses. In the more recent past, scientific research policies and technology assessment have focused heavily on identifying the risks and potential adverse effects of technoscientific advances. But while it is essential to practice science in an ethically acceptable manner, this is only one prerequisite for making positive contributions to enhancing the quality of human life. Likewise, the avoidance and management of unintended negative consequences is insufficient. Today it is important to guide science, especially insofar as science is dependent on publicly funded research, towards positive outcomes that can improve human lives.

A combination of the three themes of ethical acceptability, risk management, and human benefit yields the ideal of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)\(^1\) (see Figure 1.1).

The European Commission (EC) — as stated by the European group on Ethics in Sciences and New Technologies\(^2\) — wants to promote the responsible use of science and technology both within the European Union (EU) and worldwide. This goal involves striking a balance between ethical and socio-cultural diversity, both at the EU level and globally, while respecting internationally recognized fundamental values — and promoting their further development. It is precisely in this context that the ethical foundations for science and technology policies are de-

---


bated worldwide and where the need for effective global governance of science has become increasingly urgent.

The EC has recently outlined ambitious plans to create and foster an Innovation Union, building on and developing post-Lisbon Treaty strategies for creating a European knowledge society. The Europe 2020 strategy further outlines a vision of Europe as an economy that is smart, sustainable and inclusive. An Innovation Union turns ideas into jobs, generates green growth and promotes social progress.

Scientific research and an innovative capacity to turn research into technologies, products and/or marketable services are central to this strategy. Yet to the extent that research and innovation are not ends in themselves but linked to social welfare, European policy has generally argued the need for robust and effective mechanisms for the governance of science and innovation. Building on a previous Expert Group report on the Global Governance of Science (2009), this report thus examines two governance issues central to social welfare: privacy protection and benefit sharing.

The two issues of privacy protection and benefit sharing have been selected for the following reasons:

- Privacy protection and benefit sharing are global issues. They cannot be achieved within European borders alone, but must take account of third countries and parties around the world. As a result, they are particularly well suited to form case studies for the global governance of science and technology.

- Neither privacy protection nor benefit sharing can be expected to materialise spontaneously. Instead, they will emerge through ethical reflection and will be enacted through regulatory guidance to protect basic

Figure 1.1: Responsible Research and Innovation

Ethical and Policy Anchor Points

The European commitment to human rights establishes key anchor points for the ethics and regulation of science and innovation. Human rights are also closely linked to global aspirations to promote responsible research and innovation.

The global political commitment to human rights is articulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1948. Further articulation has taken place inter alia in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, both adopted in 1966. These documents include the following statements of particular relevance to issues of privacy protection and benefit sharing:

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks. (Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 12; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 17)
Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.

Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author. (Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 27)

The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone: …[t]o enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications. (International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 15)

The specifically European commitment to human rights can be traced to the 1949 establishment of the Council of Europe (COE) and its determination to promote principles of pluralist democracy, human rights, and the rule of law. From its original 10 members, the COE has grown to 45 member states with over 875 million citizens. Early in its history, the COE adopted a Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1950), commonly known more simply as the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). This was not only the COE’s first legal treaty to protect human rights but the first international human rights treaty with enforceable mechanisms. The ECHR reiterated that “Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence” (Article 8).

Extending the ECHR, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which was adopted in 2000 and entered into force in 2009, is structured around principles of dignity, freedoms, equality, solidarity, citizens’ rights, and justice — all of which are relevant to the practice of responsible scientific research and innovation. Taken together such documents clearly entail a human rights-based commitment to the protection of privacy and to benefit sharing, although these terms themselves are not always present as such.

The Declaration on Science and the Use of Scientific Knowledge, which was adopted in 1999 by the World Conference on Science and endorsed the same year by the UNESCO General Conference, explicitly applies general human rights commitments to science. It stresses “the urgency of using knowledge from all fields of science in a responsible manner to address human needs and freedoms and the requirements of justice. As such, they offer good case studies for a report on governance.

- While privacy protection is already comprehensively affirmed within Europe, benefit sharing is not. Hence, the two form a good pair for comparative purposes.
- In privacy protection, the state aims to avoid infringements of the private sphere. Here philosophers would speak of a negative liberty right. In benefit sharing, however, the state aims to regulate the sharing of benefits to achieve justice, which is a positive liberty right. Privacy protection and benefit sharing can therefore be usefully contrasted.

Our report focuses first on principles and values (chapter 1). Then, in relation to the cases of privacy and benefit sharing, it seeks to identify challenges and appropriate responses (chapters 2 and 3) before considering governance in general (chapter 4). A conclusion (chapter 5) summarizes our recommendations.

Values in Responsible Research and Innovation

If the third constituent element of RRI is benefits to humanity, we need to ask: What are these benefits? Here agreed values become important. Rather than seeing ethical values as impediments to or restraints on the conduct of science, RRI is driven and guided by values, especially those recognised by the Charter

of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (citizens’ rights, freedoms, dignity, justice, equality and solidarity) as well as the Lisbon Treaty, which through Article 3(3) proposes to achieve:

the sustainable development of Europe based on balanced economic growth and price stability, a highly competitive social market economy, aiming at full employment and social progress, and a high level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment.

Importantly, the Lisbon Treaty gives the Charter the same legal value as a treaty, which means that it now forms part of the primary law of the EU. As a result provisions are potentially enforceable through national courts as well as in the European Court of Justice.

A focus on the values listed in Figure 1.2 is designed to ensure that:

• Normative targets are democratically agreed and therefore provide a legitimate basis for the governance of science and technology within Europe.
• Science and technology policies, like other policies, are driven by the EU Treaty and the EU Charter, which are legally binding.
• The results of research and innovation are less likely to be rejected by the public upon market entry. This applies to security measures (e.g. surveillance tools) as much as to novel foods or the products of nanotechnology.
• Values can provide concrete anchor points for the process of RRI as they can guide impact assessments. For instance, ensuring benefits to humankind requires both environmental protection and sustainability. For risk assessment, data protection must be ensured.

The full recognition of human rights in relation to science and innovation thus calls for broad privacy protection and sharing of the benefits of scientific progress. Achieving these ends further implies international co-operation, especially between developed and developing countries. But such cooperation will only succeed if it addresses the ethical and regulatory challenges to science and research policy through worldwide dialogue concerning the appropriate global governance of science and its capacities to promote responsible innovation.

Figure 1.2: Basic Values from the EU Charter and the EU Treaty
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Challenges to Responsible Research and Innovation

Science as a human enterprise is internationally recognized as a key driver of economic and social prosperity. Such recognition implicitly assumes practical application of the concept of RRI. Supporting and developing a high standard of scientific achievement through RRI has become a marker for countries seeking to maintain and enhance both global standing and national living standards. Beyond Europe, North America, and Japan, RRI can be seen in attempts to develop a sense of national pride by achieving global scientific and technological esteem through ambitious biotechnology and nanotechnology programs, particularly in Asia. RRI can also be seen in efforts to shift economic dependencies away from over-reliance on finite natural resources, as in the Middle East. Science is championed as a means of enhancing and contributing to national worth, prestige and well-being.

Given its special role as the central administrative institution of the EU, the EC has its own responsibilities to fulfil in this regard. The EC has an obligation to promote basic values within Europe but also to help Europeans, including scientists, engage with the world at large in a non-dominating manner that further enhances the values it seeks to enact at home. This is as true in the practice of science and technology as in diplomatic and commercial affairs.

Recommendation: The European Commission should pursue a balance between ethical and socio-cultural diversity, both at the EU level and globally, in accord with respect for internationally recognized fundamental values. This is especially true in such challenges as privacy protection and benefit sharing as aspects of the global governance of science and innovation.

International scientific collaboration has the potential further to enhance RRI so as to contribute to human well-being. However, multilateral international collaborations are challenged not only by:

- disparate standards for scientific merit review and differences in the infrastructures that ensure professional ethics and scientific integrity. These factors are further exacerbated by cultural differences that arise from the large range of social perspectives and stages of national development. In addition, given the volume and speed with which unvetted data and information are generated and disseminated, there has never been a greater urgency to develop shared principles to address the delicate balance between the openness of scientific information and rigorous merit review that is built on a strong ethical foundation.

By concentrating on scientific integrity, the above challenges identified by the Director of the U.S. National Science Foundation take a narrow stance on the ideal conduct of science. Ethical acceptability requires more than scientific integrity. It requires, for instance, an application of the principle of the 3Rs (replace, reduce, refine). The challenges of risk management as well as achieving the right outcomes, benefits or impacts of science also need to be added. Likewise, broader challenges such as considerable funding pressures, especially from public sources, must be considered. The following table summarises the main challenges according to the three elements of RRI.

---

9 ihcp.jrc.ec.europa.eu/glossary/3-rs-principle-replace-reduce-refine
while adding global issues. The colours code relevant values from the EU Charter (2000) and the Lisbon Treaty (2007), as indicated in the table below. We recognise that more than one value often applies (e.g., the ‘brain drain’ from developed countries is both a solidarity and a justice issue); however, for clarity in the present instance only one value is shown.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this report examine in more detail two squares of the table, namely privacy protection and benefit sharing. With regard to privacy and benefit sharing, the following salient issues will be considered: primary relevant instruments of governance, major ethical and regulatory challenges, areas calling for improved governance activities, possible needs for new governance institutions, and potential for a distinctive European approach. Building on the resulting analyses, chapter 4 will consider more generally the issue of governance for RRI, while chapter 5 summarizes conclusions and recommendations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RRI Challenges</th>
<th>Ethical Acceptability</th>
<th>Risk Management</th>
<th>Benefits for Humanity</th>
<th>Global Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unethical science</td>
<td>Loss of reputation and credibility</td>
<td>Rejection of new technologies</td>
<td>Less public and social engagement with science</td>
<td>New social and cultural values in science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding pressures, global financial crisis</td>
<td>Continued availability of well-trained scientists</td>
<td>“Cutting corners” and increasing risks</td>
<td>Agreement on benefits and assessment</td>
<td>Global competition for resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Regulatory, compliance and bureaucratic burdens/costs | Compliance “fatigue” | Helicopter research in “ethics-free” zones | Best use of scarce public resources | Benefit sharing 
| Need for global cooperation to further scientific goals | Disparate standards for scientific merit review | Privacy protection | Global agreement on benefits and assessment | |

Table: Challenges to Responsible Research and Innovation

We recognise that more than one value often applies (e.g., the ‘brain drain’ from developed countries is both a solidarity and a justice issue); however, for clarity in the present instance only one value is shown.
Chapter 2

New Security Technologies and Privacy

In the contemporary political world the pursuit of security addresses threats that range from terrorism and financial crises to natural disasters and climate change. This search for security is often conceived in tension with respect for fundamental human rights, especially the right to privacy. The situation echoes Carl Schmitt’s analysis of the state of exception: in any political constitution, a crisis demands suspension of the rules, which is itself one of the rules\(^1\). Do we live in a permanent crisis? If we enlarge the concept of security to include almost any possible threat, the answer is unavoidably “Yes”. Indeed, under the threat of terrorism, technologies are being developed that invade the private sphere in the name of promoting security. But as the U.S. National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States concluded, “if our liberties are curtailed, we lose the values that we are struggling to defend.”

To appreciate the complexity of the issues raised, the present discussion begins by reviewing the political theory of security, the emergence of new security technologies, and the concept of privacy. This three-fold introduction is followed with an analysis in terms of the five salient issues listed at the end of chapter one.

Political Theory of Security

What is security? Simply put, security is the absence of danger. In this sense, security incorporates a range of factors, from material assets to intangibles such as fear, mistrust, lack of confidence, feelings of despair, or, alternatively, hope, trust, confidence and resilience. In 2005, the CEN BT/WG 161 on Protection and

Security of the Citizen\(^2\) adopted the following definition:

Security is the condition (perceived or confirmed) of an individual, a community, an organization, a societal institution, a state, and their assets (such as goods, infrastructure), to be protected against danger or threats such as criminal activity, terrorism or other deliberate or hostile acts, and disasters (natural and man-made).

Enforcing security policies has been a standard prerogative of the modern State. In the early 17th century, Thomas Hobbes argued that the power of the State is justified by the concept of a social contract in which people freely agree to obey state authority in return for peace and security. This is the source of the concept of national security.

---


The United Nations Commission on Human Security report, *Human Security Now* (2003), shifted the focus from national to human security. The associated Human Security Doctrine (HSD) argues for a paradigm shift from understanding security based on tangible assets (e.g., national borders, goods, properties, etc.) to one based on intangible human values.

The focus must broaden from the state to the security of people — to human security. Human security means protecting vital freedoms. [...] Human security connects different types of freedoms — freedom from want, freedom from fear and freedom to take action on one’s own behalf.³

The following year a *Study Group on Europe’s Security Capabilities* proposed *A Human Security Doctrine for Europe* as a policy framework for the European Security Strategy.⁴ The Human Security Doctrine for Europe echoed the UN approach by stating that:

*a human security approach for the European Union means that it should contribute to the protection of every individual human being and not focus only on the defense of the Union’s borders, as was the security approach of nation-states.*

In 2009 this redefinition was affirmed by the *European Security Research and Innovation Forum* (ESRIF), which stated that:

*security is inextricably bound to a society’s daily political, economic and cultural values, [...] Security from a social perspective has three major characteristics: 1) It is about people — both as the source and the object of insecurity; 2) It is about society — in the knowledge that some threats will target people’s identity, culture, and way of life; 3) It is about values — and which proactive and reactive measures can protect Europeans while reflecting their values and way of life.*⁵

Finally a similar concept was affirmed by the *Internal Security Strategy*, adopted by the Council of the EU in early 2010. According to this statement:

*security means protecting people and the values of freedom and democracy, so that everyone can enjoy their daily lives without fear.*⁶

At a first glance, the doctrine of human security in both UN and EU versions appears more ethically palatable than that of national security. But while human security reconciles security and human rights by making human rights the primary asset to be protected through security defending actions, it ends up turning the very notion of security into a fundamental human right. This has its own risks. To quote Laurence Freedman:

*Once anything that generates anxiety or threatens the quality of life in some respect becomes labeled a ‘security problem’, the field risks losing all focus*.⁷

One consequence is that the meaning of security itself tends to be increasingly understood in terms of concrete

---

³ www.humansecurity-chs.org/
possibilities for the protection of security, that is, in terms of the functional features of emerging security technologies.

Emerging Security Technologies

What, then, are the new security technologies? There is no easy answer. Examination of the main funding programmes of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the US and the Security Programme in the EU reveals the existence of a broad spectrum of R&D related to “security technologies”.

In the European context, one of the first projects funded in the PASR programme (Preparatory Action on the enhancement of the European industrial potential in the field of Security Research), the European Security: High Level Study on Threats Responses and Relevant Technologies (ESSTRT), proposed a relatively simply taxonomy of five different groups. Another PASR project, the Security Network for Technological Research in Europe (SeNTRE), developed a more complex taxonomy based on 50 technologies grouped into four categories: (1) technologies-components, (2) equipment-subsystems, (3) systems-services,

A Typology of Security Technologies

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency in the US, and the Security Programme in the EU fund security technology R&D in the following categories:

**Border, Aviation, Port, and Cargo Security** covers technologies for human identification and authentication, passenger and baggage screening, cargo screening and container tracking. Research in this area focuses on conventional biometric identifiers (fingerprints, iris scan, face recognition, voice analysis, hand geometry, palm vein, etc.); multiple and multimodal biometrics; behavioral biometrics; radio frequency identification (RFID) tags; smart cards micro-electronic mechanical systems (MEMS); surveillance and detection technologies, and more.

**Biological, Radiological, and Chemical Agents Prevention** is an expanding area focused on detection of and protection from intentional attacks (from both state and non-state actors) and natural hazards (e.g., bird flu). Detection tools include a vast array of chemical, biological, and radiation detectors, from conventional “puffer devices” that detect trace amounts of explosives, to technologies such as neutron resonance fluorescence imaging, which can scan large volumes of cargo or luggage down to the atomic level. Protection tools include vaccines, protective clothing, blast absorbing materials, neutralizing agents, and decontamination materials.

**Data Capture, Storage, Mining and Profiling** focuses on data handling at various levels, the semantic web, mesh networking and grid computing, devices for intercepting communications signals and related information flows, and more. So-called Intelligence Led Policing (ILP) points towards a merging of law enforcement, counterterrorism, and disaster response technologies. Communication across disparate (and formerly totally independent) national and international agencies has become more and more important.

**Emergency Preparedness and Response** technologies include vaccine stockpiles, communications systems, control systems for situational awareness, decision support systems for real-time response, and data integration and fusion. Related technologies include Geospatial Web and Location-Based Services, comprising emerging systems of

---

8 1. Scanners to detect weapons or hazardous substances; 2. Smart containers for sea transport and large vehicles; 3. Area surveillance and perimeter/border protection; 4. Personal identification, including biometrics; 5. Fast detection and identification of chemical, biological and radiological substances PASR, Preparatory Action on the enhancement of the European industrial potential in the field of Security Research, heralded in the 2003-2005 period the current FP7 security programme cordis.europa.eu/security/policy.htm


10 The ESSTRT taxonomy echoed the taxonomy adopted since 2003 by the US Department of Homeland - Security Science and Technology Directorate, which was structured in thirteen capability/technology areas.
and (4) design-manufacturing — each pursued at five different levels.

In 2005 the EC Joint Research Centre—Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen (JRC-IPSC) proposed a comprehensive taxonomy built on ESSTRT and SeNTRE, utilizing seven vertical missions: (1) protection of sites and infrastructures, (2) surveillance and control of borders and coastlines, (3) protection of transport, (4) protection of distributed networks, (5) protection of population, (6) disarmament verification related to weapons of mass destruction, and (7) foreign security operations. This was complemented with five horizontal missions: (a) nuclear, radiological, biological and chemical (prevention, detection, protection and decontamination), (b) human factors, (c) economic and monetary protection, (d) standards, testing, evaluation and certification, and (e) interoperability. The JRC-IPSC grid the referenced more than 200 different technologies/capabilities, ranging from “secured wireless broadband”, to “BC [biological and chemical] sensors for confined public rooms” and “underwater unmanned vehicle”. A similar complexity was also reached by the European Security Research Advisory Board (ESRAB) taxonomy.

The bottom line is that attempts to create a coherent taxonomy of security technologies have produced a “vertigo of lists”, to use Umberto Eco’s apt expression. It is difficult to escape the disturbing impression that everything could be — and often is — classified as a security technology. The more one tries to determine clear boundaries for these technologies, the more they seem to escape confinement. This is due not only to obvious market dynamics, but also to their very character. Security technologies create new insecurity in a sort of Red Queen’s race where the total amount of fear in the system seems only to increase — not because of any perverse strategy of the sovereign, but simply due to a collective tendency to rely on technological fixes to deal with (in)security. Turning everything into a risk management issue can only promote a persistent global epidemiological surveillance based on monitoring online communications and the World Wide Web.

Surveillance is a special sector that can be either “white” (visible and disclosed to the public) or “black” (covert and invisible). A vast array of sensors across multiple modalities capable of collecting details that human beings cannot sense (e.g., infrared, ultrasound, subliminal images, electrical waves) can be found in closed-circuit television (CCTV), microphones, stereo cameras, and more. Software to help identify suspicious behavior by detecting intruders, loiterers, or people moving against the flow of pedestrian traffic, and intention and emotion detection systems (e.g., smart corridors where people are subjected to an array of sensors capable of remotely detecting microfacial expressions, blood pressure, pulse rate, perspiration, and so on, and to process data in order to evaluate people’s emotional arousal) are also under development.

---

1 E.g. Google Flu Trends, www.google.org/flutrends, MediSys, medusa.jrc.it, BioCaster, biocaster.nii.ac.jp, and others

11 serac.jrc.it/dmdocuments/sentre/Serreault_SeNTRE.pdf


13 ESRAB was formed in April 2005 including 50 high-level specialists and strategists with expertise in the field of security research including public authorities, industry, research institutes and specialist think tanks. In addition, five Members of the European Parliament and representatives from 14 European Commission services participated in the workings of the board.

14 The Red Queen’s race is an incident that appears in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass and involves the Red Queen, a representation of a Queen in chess, and Alice constantly running but remaining in the same place.
sense of emergency, simply because life is by definition unpredictable. This is the broad context in which to consider the controversial relationship between security technologies and privacy.

Privacy in the Context of Security Technologies

What is privacy? Etymologically the term derives from the Latin privatus, past participle of privo; “I deprive”, “I cut away”. Privacy thus refers to the state of being separated, secluded from others, in contrast to the state of being public or common. According to the Encyclopedia of Privacy, it describes and demands “limits on the appropriation of others’ peaceful seclusion, personal information, intimate choice, and identities.”15 Scholars distinguish between physical (related to physical protection), psychological (related to personal autonomy), economic (related to property), informational (related to personal information), and decisional (related to decisional power) privacy. In fact, “privacy” means different things in different contexts. Although the term “privacy” cannot be found in all languages, the experience of privacy is a “cultural universal”16, “an essential part of human flourishing and well-being”17.

The concept exhibits both broad and narrow meanings. In the former, privacy is a moral concept involving claims about the moral status of the individual self, its dignity and relationships to others. This moral core is often taken to be the source of social values such as autonomy and integrity, which form a foundation for contemporary notions of human rights, citizenship and civic obligation in European public affairs. In the latter or narrow sense, privacy involves personal knowledge and the power to protect or control it. It concerns not only information about individuals but the right of individuals to determine how information about them is used.

In the 1950s, Hannah Arendt was one of the first scholars to observe the political importance of privacy. Precisely because of its political functions in the modern context, the private sphere deserves to be protected.18 Privacy guarantees psychological depth, providing individuals the space to separate from others; it establishes boundaries between the internal and external worlds, which are of paramount importance in order to fix identity. Some experiences are different when lived in a condition of seclusion. To preserve this difference among individuals who need to exist in organized groups, there is also a need to protect the existence of private realms. Arendt’s defense of the importance of the private sphere warns about dangers arising from the evaporation of the private and reminds us how 20th century totalitarian social orders sought to rob people of their privacy in order to better control them.

Indeed the reaction against imposed nakedness in concentration camps and other physical degradations related to attempts to annihilate privacy is one root of the European self-understanding following World War II. The foundation of the EU notion of the citizen, and thereby

16 The conceptualization of privacy as a cultural universal was first provided by the American scholar Alan Westin in his book Privacy and Freedom (1967). A cultural universal is an element that is common to all human cultures worldwide; for a more complete definition, see Claude Lévi-Strauss, 1966, The Savage Mind.
of the legitimacy of European political institutions, also rests on an appreciation of privacy conceived as control over personal information, respect for human dignity, respect for intimacy, and promotion of personhood. Yet the concept of privacy continues to undergo transformation. One instance concerns the emerging notion of personal data.

Articulation of the concept of personal data is a key historical event. It constitutes a shift from personal knowledge understood as self-knowledge (attained by introspection) to personal knowledge understood as knowledge about the self (attained by technical instruments). Knowledge about oneself becomes detachable from the person and marketable. Privacy gives way to personal data protection. Data protection generates a technical conception of privacy, now framed in terms of risk management and technical ability to protect or to penetrate the private sphere. Here security and privacy meet. Privacy and security become counterweights in the same balance.

An early occurrence of this balance metaphor in official documents dates to 1973, when it was used by the US Department of Health, Education and Welfare in a report that formulated “fair information principles”. The document argued that:

\[\text{there is nothing inherently unfair in trading some measure of privacy for a benefit, but both parties to the exchange should participate in setting the terms.}\]  

The 2002 OECD Guidelines for the Security of Information Systems and Networks also espouses the balance model\(^20\).

The balance metaphor also appears in official European documents. For example, art. 15 of Directive 2002/58/EC of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector (Directive on privacy and electronic communications), sets out conditions under which Member States may restrict the rights and obligations provided by Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC. Additionally The Hague Programme (2005) had among its priorities “striking the balance between privacy and security”\(^21\). Finally the recent Stockholm Programme for 2009-2014 on EU rights, justice, protection, access, solidarity and the role in a globalised world makes extended use of the balance metaphor\(^22\).

The balance model is nevertheless problematic, since any reduction in privacy to increase security tends to create new forms of insecurity. The creation of centralised data banks that facilitate law enforcement can also expose personal data to new risks related to misuse and theft. Technological body searches (e.g., metal detectors, advanced “body scanners”) that in theory should prevent terrorist attacks may in practice aggravate worry on the part of search subjects and create a false sense of security that leads to a relaxation of
other security procedures\textsuperscript{23}. Finally, a reduction in privacy may have a targeted negative effect on certain groups and categories. As security increases, it is common that certain types of individuals are disproportionately included in the false positives turned up by government surveillance schemes.

**Recommendation:** The European Commission should promote a culture in which security and privacy are not conceived as competing values. This will require both sustained research and collaborative consensus decision making with regard to these two fundamental values.

**Governance of Privacy in the Presence of Security Technologies**

Further critical reflection on the complex issue of privacy in the presence of security technologies as a distinct ethical and regulatory challenge for RRI policy at the global level can be guided by the five overlapping issues introduced at the end of chapter 1: primary instruments, ethical and regulatory challenges, areas calling for improvement, possible new governance institutions, and the potential for a distinctive European approach. In the course of this analysis recommendations will be formulated on ways to integrate privacy protection into the responsible practice of security technology research and innovation.

**1. Instruments of Governance**

Governance of the tensions between privacy and the new security technologies has been approached using three different instruments: technology, self-regulation, and law.

**Technological governance** assumes that a truly effective protection of privacy is not compatible with personal information being disseminated worldwide through information and communication networks, that is, when the technology involves processing operations carried out by different actors located in different countries under different jurisdictions. Indeed, in such cases it becomes difficult to identify correctly any applicable privacy or data protection rules and to have access to those authorities entitled to enforce them. One effort to circumvent this problem comes from technology itself: Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET), see below.

**Self-regulatory** governance works to promote “virtuous” behaviour by involving stakeholders and establishing bottom-up soft regulations. Usually self-regulatory governance relies on a mix between market self-regulation, corporate social responsibility (CSR), and governmental incentives for research that can drive technology towards more ethical development.

**Legal governance** in the EU framework invokes the right to privacy on two complementary bases: as a general principle derived from the *European Convention of Human Rights* (ECHR) and the constitutional traditions common to Member States; and as defined in the *Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union*.

**2. Ethical and Regulatory Challenges**

Associated with each of the three governance instruments are a host of interactive ethical and regulatory challenges.

\textsuperscript{23} For instance, it is well known that the most secure airports are those in which distinct human screening is exercised (as at Ben Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv), rather than those that rely almost solely on technology.
Re **technological governance**: PET is a concept that lacks a universally agreed definition. Yet according to a recent study, in order to qualify as PET, a specific technology has to reduce the risk of contravening privacy principles and legislation, minimise the amount of personal data being held, and/or give individuals control over information about them that is being held. The EC, in its 2007 Communication on Promoting Data Protection by Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs), describes a PET as:

> a coherent system of ICT measures that protects privacy by eliminating or reducing personal data or by preventing unnecessary and/or undesired processing of personal data, all without losing the functionality of the information system.

The EC also provides a list of examples of PETs, including technologies for the automatic anonymisation of data after a certain time lapse, encryption tools, cookie cutters and the Platform for Privacy Preferences. It is important to stress that PETs are not limited to software or hardware applications, but comprise procedures and management systems as well. In other words, PETs combine technical equipment with data protection practices such as data minimisation and consent mechanisms into an integrated privacy system.

Re **self-regulatory governance**: Ethical codes and CSR have limited importance in the security field. The CSR concept, which is widely referenced in the business literature, assumes that the continuous commitment of a business to behave ethically will end up promoting both innovation and the business itself. Ultimately the idea of CSR relies on a complex web of actors and stakeholders to provide an economic support for CSR. Without powerful stakeholders who urge ethical solutions, it is difficult to force a company to adopt CSR in any serious sense.

Re **legal governance**: There is a huge literature on challenges to the legal governance of privacy. One challenge concerns universal norms, which often tend to be too vague, abstract and difficult to operationalize. A good example is the principle of proportionality, which states that the amount and sensitivity of information collected from individuals must be reasonable and proportional with respect to the purpose of a system. Any appeal to reason in this general sense will create disagreements, since reason comes in many forms and traditions.

Even within some agreed tradition of rationality there can be disagreements about how to weight competing interests and the metrics to be used for assessing outcomes.

For instance, interests favoring state security versus those prioritizing individual liberties commonly differ in applying the proportionality principle to cases involving databases created for security purposes and/or the exploitation of existing databases in a security context. Judicial and police cooperation among member states needs appropriate technical, legal and ethical

---


standards. Notably there is a need for agreement about the interoperability of security databases and the mandatory ban on interconnecting specific databases. In practice, users who have been registered in one application can be introduced in another application without their explicit consent. In this context the threat of function creep should also be addressed, since there are inherent risks of discrimination and stigmatization conveyed by certain practices of data collection and storage. Different applications of the proportionality principle between the EU and other countries have also produced significant legal and political controversies.

This leads to another challenge to the legal governance of privacy in the security context: the difference between jurisdictions and the difficulty of applying different national legislations to issues that are by definition global, such as terrorism, human trafficking, and illegal migration. A good example here is provided by new identity documents (e.g., electronic documents and biometric passports). The mobile population of the world totals as many as one billion persons, not to mention those in virtual mobility through information and communication technology. Yet most developing countries have weak and unreliable documents, and some poor countries do not have even unreliable documents. In 2000, UNICEF calculated that 50 million babies (41% of births worldwide) were not registered at birth and were thus without any identity document. Even in the EU-27 some identity documents are less secure than others. Yet without strong cooperation and harmonization among the EU States, low security identity documents could be used in one country although rejected in others. Such legal discrepancies could facilitate terrorist activities. No matter how strict the laws in any given country, the system as a whole is no stronger than that of the most permissive State.

Finally, legal governance suffers from "cultural lag" and the difficulty of keeping pace with technological change. The problem of cultural lag, however, applies to all three governance instruments. Secure online identification offers one example. The Internet is innovating in multiple ways: messaging, e-commerce, electronic data, file sharing, photo and video sharing, and blogs. Neither PETs nor self-regulatory conventions can keep up with the pace of such change. To oversee the billions of electronic communications of all kinds, EU States have signed a large number of international conventions on copyright, trade and electronic signature, cybercrime, data protection, and more. However, the Internet continues to remain beyond the legal, judicial and criminal sovereignty of States. Terrorists will always try to utilize or attack a network from those countries where the legal regime is most permissive. By complying with a weak law in a given country, criminals can "legally" threaten the rest of the world.

Recommendation: The European Commission should pursue development of truly global standards and appropriate enforcement mechanisms for the protection of privacy in the presence of advances in security technologies. This implies a more in-depth analysis of the ways in which emerging security technologies impact society and cultural standards.

3. Areas Calling for Improved Governance

Re technological governance: As argued, the concept of PETs inherently conflicts with that of security enhancing technologies. Insofar as security becomes a matter of risk management by the State, security and privacy are at odds. The State sees personal information as key to revealing security threats. Privacy ceases to be a kind of assurance of the integrity of the person and becomes instead itself a threat to the security of others. Consequently nothing is allowed to be truly private during a crisis or emergency.

An ironic example of this contradiction is contained in Promoting Data Protection by Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) when it states that:

> the use of PETs should not prevent law enforcement agencies or other competent authorities from intervening in the lawful exercise of their functions... The responsible authorities should be in a position to access personal data where necessary to achieve those purposes. 28

A document advocating technologies for protecting privacy here includes a clause that calls for design protections able to be bypassed by “law enforcement agencies or other competent authorities”. But the criteria for exercising a bypass are crucial and are seldom spelled out in detail.

Re self-regulatory governance: Stakeholders are empowered insofar as they can influence corporate decisions. The capacity to influence such decisions depends on possessing relevant information. 29 In the security field citizens rarely have the information necessary to assess whether a technology is trustworthy or effective. For example, most travelers undergoing airport security screenings mostly have no alternative but to rely on the competencies of the technologies and authorities whom they encounter. The need to protect information makes it almost impossible to divulge the details necessary to allow the public to exercise an informed choice. This makes most relationships in the security field unbalanced because citizens are not empowered enough to take informed, truly voluntary, decisions about technology options.

Re legal governance: The EU Charter is legally binding on the EU agencies and on Member States when implementing EU law. At a supra-national level, this means that relevant agencies must comply with Charter obligations especially when adopting EU legislation or acting on the international scene.

Nevertheless, privacy remains a deeply ambivalent concept. In the Charter, article 3 proclaims, “Everyone has the right to respect for his or her physical and mental integrity”, and, “In the fields of medicine and biology, [there must be particular respect for] the free and informed consent of the person concerned, according to the procedures laid down by law”. Articles 7 and 8 further declare protection for private and family life and for personal data. In context, it has been argued that “the dignity principle should be regarded as a tool to identify the cases

in which the body should be absolutely *inviolable*” and that consequently:

> the principle of inviolability of the body and physical and psychological integrity... rules out any activity that may jeopardise integrity in whole or in part — even with the data subject’s consent.\(^{30}\)

Bodily integrity is violated any time that an undue and unsolicited intrusion “pene-

trates” the individual’s private sphere, regardless of whether such an intrusion is tactile, visual, acoustic, psychological, informational, etc. or whether it produces physical injuries or dissemination of personal information.

Such penetration of the personal sphere to produce data is pervasively practiced in the name of security, and rights to privacy and data protection may reasonably be limited. The *Charter* admits as much in the preamble, where its ideals are said to require “creating an area of freedom, security and justice”. Yet as indicated in article 52, limitations should be provided for by law, subjected to the principle of proportionality, and made only if they are necessary and genuinely meet objectives of general interest recognised by the EU or the need to protect the rights and freedoms of others. To steer a safe course between the Scylla\(^{31}\) of privacy and the Charybdis\(^{32}\) of security promises to be a long-term issue not just for Europe but for the global community. Recognition of this challenge reinforces the previous recommendation and provides the basis for another.

**Recommendation:** Weaknesses in self-regulation and legal governance suggest technological governance as a good site for concrete, operationalized engagement with tensions between the protection of privacy and the pursuit of security. Such technological governance may offer reasonable prospects for improved governance activities by making privacy an innovation driver rather than a barrier.

### 4. Need for New Governance Institutions

Re technological governance: The concept of PET is closely linked to the principle of Privacy by Design (PbD). The latter originated from and further articulates the former. In particular, PbD was developed during the 1990s by Ann Cavoukian, Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Canada. It embeds privacy and data protection throughout the entire life cycle of a technology, from the early design stage to deployment, use and ultimate disposal. The principle was originally applied to information technology only, but has since been extended into business practices and physical infrastructures.\(^{33}\)

Practically, PbD entails different actions, depending on application contexts. It may require preventing or limiting data processing operations; or that individuals have tools at their disposal to control and decide which personal data concern ing themselves are gathered and processed.\(^{34}\) Although actions are diverse
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32. Greek sea monster, the opposite of Scylla.


there is one goal: to eliminate or minimize privacy and data breaches from the beginning. This is the key element of PbD: to be proactive not reactive, preventative not remedial. As PbD supporters explain, the effective application of the principle is in the interest of both users/customers and businesses. Better user privacy protection promotes trust and confidence in new services and products, which will in turn have a positive outcome for the economy.

However, in order to be truly effective, economic operators, technology manufacturers, providers and data controllers must be interested in implementing and marketing PbD in products and services while users must appreciate the benefits. On the business side, this requires economic incentives and institutional support as well as a normative or self-regulatory framework containing adequate provisions to ensure implementation. On the user or consumer side, awareness-raising campaigns promoted by different actors (DPAs, educational organizations, civil society associations) could be useful in helping people understand privacy risks from technologies that do not apply PbD. In this respect, a resolution adopted by the International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners is important. After expressly recognizing “Privacy by Design as an essential component of fundamental privacy protection” the resolution stressed the need to promote the principle among different stakeholders and fostering its incorporation in the formulation of privacy policy and legislation in national jurisdictions.35

Recommendation: The European Commission should promote a wider understanding of Privacy by Design, including in this concept both personal data protection and respect for personal (physical and psychological) integrity. The EC should in all appropriate cases require the implementation of the Privacy by Design principle and seek ways to educate private and public interests about its benefits. Efforts compatible with this recommendation are already being considered by the EC. Indeed, the current EC data protection framework includes provisions that indirectly require implementation of the PbD principle.36 According to the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS), the principle should be included more explicitly in the EU legal framework, making its requirements unequivocally compulsory.37 The EC — which also referred to PbD in its Communication on a Digital Agenda for Europe38 — is engaged in examining the possibilities for such inclusion.39 But the EDPS suggests


36 See Directive 1995/46/EC, cit., art. 17 requires that data controllers implement appropriate “technical and organization measures” to prevent unlawful data processing. See also Directive 2002/58/EC, cit., art. 14 (3), providing that “Where required, measures may be adopted to ensure that terminal equipment is constructed in a way that is compatible with the right of users to protect and control the use of their personal data, in accordance with Directive 1999/5/EC and Council Decision 87/95/EEC of 22 December 1986 on standardisation in the field of information technology and communications”.

37 EDPS, Opinion on Promoting Trust in the Information Society by Fostering Data Protection and Privacy, cit., p. 8 ff.


39 See Communication on A Comprehensive Approach on Personal Data Protection in the European Union, cit., p. 12, where the Commission states it will examine the possibilities for “concrete” implementation of the principle of PbD.
avoiding rules that prescribe specific technical solutions. In the EDPS’s view, PdD should be recognized as a guiding and technologically neutral principle, suitable for flexible applications, in a general provision mandating that existing privacy and data protection principles be integrated into ICTs. Current and forthcoming legislative instruments should integrate the principle of PdD on the basis of such a general provision.40

Re self-regulatory governance: Although PdD is per se laudable, people trust (or distrust) not so much technology as the social and political structures of which technology is a part.41 This is especially true with regard to privacy as threatened by new security technologies. PdD will only realize its promise when practiced as part of a comprehensive policy framework for security technologies.

The inherent threat to privacy from security technologies has been addressed by introducing the concept of “privacy seals”. Privacy seals originated as private, voluntary certification schemes intended to facilitate consumer choice without necessarily disclosing sensitive information. Privacy seals can help users identify a certain technology or service as ensuring or enhancing data protection principles in the processing of data, in particular by incorporating appropriate PETs.

The EC too is considering the creation of privacy seals.41 In order to be effective, these should be limited in number, and in compliance with uniform standards, with their functioning monitored by relevant agencies, in particular national data protection authorities (DPAs). As far as the definition of such seals is concerned, it is crucial to involve stakeholders such as national DPAs, industrial and consumer associations and standardisation agencies. That is, technological governance is dependent on social and legal governance.

Re legal governance: Closely related to privacy seals is the introduction of a legal requirement for privacy impact assessment (PIAs). PIAs have been defined in various ways, but essentially a PIA is “a systematic process for evaluating the

1 E. Canetti, 1960, Masse und Macht, Claassen.

40 EDPS, Opinion on Promoting Trust in the Information Society by Fostering Data Protection and Privacy, cit., pages 8–9.


potential effects on privacy of a project, initiative or proposed system or scheme and finding ways to mitigate or avoid any adverse effects. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has produced a standard for PIAs in financial services, which seeks to safeguard the privacy of people’s financial data when it is processed by automated, networked information systems. The ISO 22307:2008 standard defines a methodology that organisations in the private and public sectors can use to identify privacy issues and mitigate risks associated with processing the financial data of customers and consumers, business partners and citizens. In this case the responsibility to evaluate the impact on privacy of a technology is given to a specialised, independent, body which can make use of details that are not easily available to the general public. If the certification body is reliable enough, this should ensure a sufficient level of privacy protection. Privacy impact assessments are used in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, New Zealand, the UK and the US. Other countries, such as Denmark, Finland and Ireland, have been considering the introduction of PIAs.

Privacy seals and PIAs aim to compensate for the absence of empowered stakeholders among the public. But as specialized tools for risk management, their effectiveness depends on a regular review of proportionality between the benefit of a given security technology and its privacy intrusiveness. Such reviews require three types of information: (a) the actual public risk, (b) the evidence that a given technology reduces such a risk, and (c) evidence that not using the technology increases risk. Most of these details are unknown or, to the extent they are known, are too sensitive to be disclosed to a certification agency. In most cases there is no way to enact a true proportionality check. Without an independent proportionality check, privacy seals and PIAs are destined to rely chiefly on information provided by competent authorities, which poses the challenge of trust. All these schemes ultimately rest on a trust relationship with competent authorities, which are actually those who should be certified. One cannot help but ask, *Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?* Who watches the watchmen?

5. A European Approach?

Is it possible to identify a European approach to the ethical and regulatory challenges implicated in efforts to protect privacy in the presence of new security technologies? One feature distinctive of the European context is explicit recognition of a right to privacy. In the EU legal framework, privacy as a fundamental human right is recognized or recalled in various legal instruments specifically dealing with data protection. The right


to privacy is further recognized and protected in many national legal orders in Europe, mostly by statutory law. However, there are some cases where privacy is expressly recognized at the constitutional level. This is the case in Belgium\textsuperscript{46}, Bulgaria\textsuperscript{47}, Croatia\textsuperscript{48}, Denmark\textsuperscript{49}, Finland\textsuperscript{50}, the Netherlands\textsuperscript{51} and Poland\textsuperscript{52}.

Beyond Europe, it is worth noting that recognition of the right to privacy in the United States is much more limited, being based in Supreme Court rulings that often reference simply the 9th amendment to the Constitution, which states that “The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people”. The contrast serves to highlight the European approach.

Recommendation: The European Commission should strengthen its own understanding of and commitment to privacy as a fundamental human right while promoting broader recognition of and affirmation of this right in a global context.

Another relevant feature of ethical and regulatory practice that may be argued to be representative of European approaches to science policy and of potential influence at the global level is a commitment to institutional transparency. In the European political tradition, both public governmental and private corporate institutions are required to reveal their inner workings and decision procedures to any interested parties. The law, for instance, aims to be a transparent mechanism of governance; and the law itself requires other social institutions, from the economic to the religious, to make their inner workings as publicly accessible as is consistent with the semi-independent roles they play in the social order.

It would be important to explore the ways that this commitment to transparency might function in relation to the governance of privacy. Consider, for instance, that electronic information is inherently much more accessible and thus more transparent than non-electronic forms of information (e.g., in personal memory or in written records). Any effort to govern electronic information in the name of privacy must begin with an acknowledgement of this reality. One message that privacy advocates along with privacy governance institutions should convey to security professionals and technologists is that the race towards increasing security at the expense of privacy is often a lose-lose situation destined to produce less security and less privacy.

One instructive case illustrating the pointlessness of secrecy for protecting...
security comes from a *Washington Post* story about the U.S. Transportation Security Administration (TSA) posting online its operating manual of detailed procedures for screening airport passengers and checked baggage, which included technical settings used by x-ray backscatter machines and explosives detectors. The document further showed pictures of credentials used by members of US Congress, CIA employees and federal air marshals, and named 12 countries whose passport holders were automatically subjected to added scrutiny. The manual was posted in redacted form as part of a contract solicitation, but the digital redactions were inadequate. They allowed computer users to recover blacked-out passages by copying and pasting them into an MS Word document. Still more ridiculous, after the story was disclosed and the TSA rapidly removed the document from the federal procurement web site, it remained downloadable for months in another obscure location of the FBO.gov site.

Does it make sense to try to prevent people and data protection authorities from accessing such information when it is so commonly (intentionally or unintentionally) revealed?

Moreover, this same kind of information is eminently relevant to public assessment. Operating procedures are considered classified information and they are not provided when determining Privacy Impact Assessments. But it is not possible to fully evaluate the privacy outcomes of, say, body scanners, without knowledge of operating procedures. Without such knowledge one is required simply to trust the relevant authorities. This is the case for instance of standard operating procedures adopted by the UK Department of Transport in using body scanners in UK airports. The Code of Practice adopted to protect passenger privacy and personal data reads:

*Body scanners must be operated in accordance with detailed protocols which contain the security sensitive information on the operation of the body scanner including selection criteria for those to be scanned. The details of the protocol are not published due to the security sensitive content but will comply with the requirements contained in this interim Code of Practice*.

Such attempts to over-regulate are usually bad governance practices. Over-regulating in the security and privacy field can be preposterous.

Recommendation: The European Commission should sponsor critical reflection at both scholarly and policy development levels on the full implications of the inherent transparency of electronic information.

The other side of the coin of radical security transparency is to recognize that personal data cannot be truly protected either. The Internet is no longer (if it ever was) the realm in which “nobody knows you’re a dog”.

---


54 [cryptome.org/tsa-smoke/tsa-smoke.htm](http://cryptome.org/tsa-smoke/tsa-smoke.htm)

55 [www.dft.gov.uk/orderingpublications](http://www.dft.gov.uk/orderingpublications)

Increasingly, pattern recognition software has made it possible to learn about someone not based on what he has shared about himself but by examining what his friends have made public. For example, researchers have trained a program to identify the sexual orientation of gay males with roughly 80 percent accuracy using the self-reported orientation of their Facebook friends... The software uses statistics gleaned from large data sets about how often friends tend to have characteristics in common... and how often they might simply share characteristics by chance; then it combines several such probabilities into a statistically motivated guess as to whether a person belongs to a particular community. 57

Electronic privacy may not be so much about protecting personal data as about empowering citizens to prevent others, including security authorities, from using personal information to unduly interfere in their lives. Privacy protection may well involve rather more of the soft power of cultivating good behavior than the hard power of seeking to construct an impregnable fortress in which to secure personal data.

It is not possible to participate in social networks and yet hide things about yourself; people reveal their interests by association.

Another way to describe this situation is to adapt a trope from Marshall McLuhan and to say that we live in a global village. Insofar as this is the case, it is then useful to inquire about the basic privacy rules in a small country village, and how these might be adapted to an electronic interface. In the village there exists transparent identification (everyone knows who you are), transparent location (everyone knows where everyone else is), and transparent traceability (all people know what other people are doing). But more importantly, people in villages generally exercise a certain level of discretion and respect. Most people act as though everything is not transparent.

57 Kevin Gold, 2011, Network analysis can uncover your personal details even if you choose to hide them, Future Tense, Aug. 29, 2011, www.slate.com/id/2271557/
Chapter 3

Scientific-Technological Divides and Benefit Sharing

All fundamental principles or values recognised by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (dignity, freedoms, equality, solidarity, citizens’ rights, justice) are relevant to debates about benefit sharing. On this basis the ethical obligation to practice benefit sharing challenges some current patterns of scientific knowledge production and technological innovation. These challenges bear on the just sharing of benefits among all contributors to scientific advancement, the aspiration of equal access to the benefits of science through equal partnerships, citizens’ rights to the benefits of science, and the solidarity of international assistance in order to close technological divides.

The present discussion of these interrelated challenges begins with a brief description of the extent of the scientific and technological divide itself. This introductory description is followed, first, by an elaboration of the concept of benefit sharing in both established and aspirational senses and, second, by an analysis structured around the five salient issues itemized at the end of chapter one.

Scientific and Technological Divides

The scientific and technological divide is easily illustrated through a technique used by Worldmapper to resize territories with regard to some subject of interest. Figure 3.1 is a world map resized according to research and development expenditures in 2002.

On such a map Africa (and many other countries collectively categorized as the developing global South) hardly appear, while Japan and the countries of Europe and North America (collectively termed the developed global North) are disproportionally enlarged. The result is even more extreme when a world map is resized to reflect scientific papers published in 2001, and the growth of scientific papers from 1990 to 2001, as in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

Unsurprisingly, when the world map is resized again according to the number of people living on less than US$2/day, the picture is quite different. India, China and African countries (the developing South) now appear greatly inflated when compared with the developed North, as in Figure 3.4. Given such poverty levels, it is not surprising that scientific output is limited.

It is against this background of a serious scientific and technological divide, combined with around 43% of the world population living at a level of absolute poverty, that discussions of benefit sharing must take place. Science has the potential to lift people out of poverty by, for instance, tackling neglected diseases and enhancing agricultural production. Not only is the immense human suffering of ravaged populations in the global South ethically unacceptable in the 21st century, the situation poses serious long-term problems for local economic
Figure 3.1: Research and Development Expenditure in 2002

Figure 3.2: Scientific Papers 2001

development. Technology is also available to solve many of the problems of access to safe drinking water, the absence of which severely diminishes human well-being. Yet in many parts of the world that desperately need them, such readily available technologies are not deployed.
Still another important area in which the technoscientific divide is highly visible and detrimental is energy production and use. Technologies that could make major contributions to sustainable development in the poorest countries, while offering significant co-benefits in terms of health, are not available where most needed.
Benefit Sharing: The Established Meaning

Benefit sharing has a technical, legal meaning related to the principle of justice. This established meaning of benefit sharing is quite simple. Those who contribute to science and technology ought to share in their benefits. If benefit sharing with the contributors to technoscientific advancement does not take place, the advancement is exploitative. For instance, if the traditional knowledge of indigenous peoples is used in commercial applications without any benefit sharing, the indigenous group has been exploited. Likewise, if the safety of medical interventions is tested in developing countries, where subsequently marketed products are not reasonably available, research participants have been exploited. This understanding of benefit sharing became prominent with the adoption of the Convention on Biological Diversity in 1992. This “Grand Bargain” between the North and the South has 193 Parties and three major objectives, namely:

- the conservation of biological diversity;
- the sustainable use of its components; and
- the fair and equitable sharing of benefits from the use of genetic resources.

The first objective relates to a common interest of humankind, namely to address the serious loss of biodiversity and its potential implications for ecological functions as well as future technoscientific uses. The second objective relates to user requirements for the long-term availability of resources, for instance, in scientific or commercial endeavours or to support human livelihoods. The third objective summarises the demands made by developing countries since the 1970s, to require users to share benefits with resource providers in order to avoid exploitation. The Convention on Biological Diversity covers plants, animals, micro-organisms and related traditional knowledge.

Human biological resources, e.g., DNA samples of human origin, are excluded from the Convention on Biological Diversity. The scientific use of such resources is mainly governed through (non-binding but influential) ethics guidelines for medical research. Indeed, statements in support of benefit sharing to avoid exploitation and achieve justice are present in the most prominent international ethics guidelines governing medical research. For instance, according to the Declaration of Helsinki:

At the conclusion of the study, patients entered into the study are entitled to be informed about the outcome of the study and to share any benefits that result from it, for example, access to interventions identified as beneficial in the study or to other appropriate care or benefits.

The above understanding of benefit sharing has deep roots in debates about “justice in exchange”. This is one of four realms of justice distinguished in contemporary philosophy, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.

1 Jennifer Hawkins and Ezekiel Emanuel, 2008, Exploitation and Developing Countries, Princeton University Press.


3 WMA Declaration of Helsinki - Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects, Article 33. Available at http://www.wma.net/en/30publications/10policies/b3/

As the figure indicates, benefit sharing as described by the *Convention on Biological Diversity* and the *Declaration of Helsinki* falls most clearly into the realm of justice in exchange. Here an interaction is considered just if all parties in the exchange receive an appropriate return for their contributions. An often cited example illustrating benefit sharing as justice in exchange is the Hoodia case (see box). In this case two parties negotiated a benefit sharing agreement, which as of 2012 has entailed a limited flow of benefits from the science and technology sector to an impoverished community from which valuable traditional knowledge was acquired.

While the main benefits negotiated in the Hoodia case were direct financial benefits, a number of other good practices have also been established. These practices (with reference to their justifying documents) include the following:

1. Feedback to participants (*Declaration of Helsinki*)
2. Access to products developed in research (*Declaration of Helsinki; Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights*)
3. Support for local infrastructure (*Human Genome Project’s Ethics Committee Statement on Benefit Sharing*)
4. Capacity-building (*Convention on Biological Diversity; Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights*)
5. Access to health care (*Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights*)
6. Technology transfer and access to scientific and technological knowledge (*Convention on Biological Diversity; Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights*)
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**Figure 3.5: Realms of Justice**

*Justice in Exchange* establishes the fairness and equity of transactions.

*Corrective Justice* deals with the division of scarce resources amongst qualifying recipients.

*Retributive Justice* establishes which punishment is appropriate for a given crime.
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**The San Hoodia Benefit Sharing Case**

One of the best known benefit sharing cases is that of the San Hoodia. The San peoples, also known as Bushmen of the Kalahari, are the oldest human inhabitants of Southern Africa. For thousands of years, they lived as the sole occupants of an area stretching from the Congo-Zambezi watershed to what is now Cape Town. After centuries of genocide and marginalisation imposed by colonialists, they now number approximately 100,000 people in Botswana, Namibia, South Africa and Angola.

Their lives today are characterised by abject poverty. Yet they still possess traditional knowledge covering the biodiversity of Southern Africa. This includes knowledge about the appetite-suppressant properties of the Hoodia succulent — a plant used in the past as a substitute for food and water when hunting.

In 1963, a South African research institute, the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), developed an interest in the plant. But they were unable to analyse its molecular structure until the mid-1980s when they acquired
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high-field nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy equipment. In 1995, after successfully isolating the appetite suppressant properties, the CSIR filed for a patent. In the same year, South Africa became a Party to the Convention on Biological Diversity. This meant that those using the traditional knowledge needed to obtain consent from the holders of such knowledge and negotiate a benefit sharing agreement with them.

However, the CSIR never made contact with the San. Instead, the institute sub-licensed its discovery to firms in Europe and the United States for significant fees. A vigilant local NGO eventually informed San leaders that their traditional knowledge had been used in a patent application and that they could either challenge the patent or demand a benefit sharing agreement. They chose the latter.

In March 2003, the San and the CSIR signed an historic agreement which will give the San 6% of all CSIR royalties received from licence-holders and 8% of all milestone payments. Milestone payments have already been received. However, Pfizer and Unilever, two high-profile sub-licensees, have both dropped their Hoodia product development, and at the end of 2011 the future of this high-profile benefit sharing agreement has become uncertain. At the same time, some members of the San community have benefitted from capacity building, especially in matters of law and negotiation, and further benefit sharing agreements for traditional knowledge on other plants have since been signed.2

Benefit Sharing: An Aspirational Understanding

Going beyond the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Declaration of Helsinki, the UNESCO Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights (2005) makes the wider demand that:

[b]enefits resulting from any scientific research and its applications should be shared with society as a whole and within the international community, in particular with developing countries. 6

Moving away from the concept of benefit sharing as justice in exchange for contributors to research, this aspirational understanding aligns more with the demands of distributive justice, as exemplified through the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The foundations for this view are the equal rights of all human beings to basic need fulfilment and the obligation beyond states to respect, protect and fulfil such rights; a cosmopolitan ethics. 7 However, it is important to note that the different realms of justice cannot be fully isolated but should be seen as aspects of an ideal vision for human relationships. A just exchange is best undertaken within a world of just background conditions. It is in this sense that the Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine stressed “the need for international co-operation so that all humanity may enjoy the benefits of biology and medicine”.8

7. Royalties, milestone payments (Convention on Biological Diversity)
8. Social recognition (Convention on Biological Diversity; Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing)
9. Joint ownership of relevant intellectual property rights (Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing)
10. Food and livelihood security benefits (Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing)

---

2 Personal communication from Roger Chennells, legal consultant of the San, March 2011.
While the established meaning of benefit sharing is based on the avoidance of obvious exploitation, the aspirational meaning embraces the Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ vision of equality among all humans based on recognition of their inherent dignity and inalienable rights. The aspirational meaning of benefit sharing, which aims to provide access to the benefits of science to all, faces a mammoth task. In the world today 2.7 billion people live on less than US$2/day. Of these, almost one billion are chronically undernourished, 1.1 billion do not have access to safe drinking water, 2.6 billion lack adequate sanitation and nearly 2 billion have no access to life-saving drugs. People who suffer such massive deprivations are more likely to be susceptible to health risks and thus enter a vicious cycle of ill health, unemployment, and severe poverty. For them any aspiration of equal access to the results of science becomes an impossible goal. Achievement of such a goal will only be possible through innovative institutional reforms, with real potential for change assessed on a case-by-case basis. The governance of science cannot be simply a matter of running science as it happens to be. It also necessarily entails critical reflection on what science and technology should be.

One example of innovative institutional reform is a plan to supplement the international intellectual property rights system in order to improve access to life-saving medicines for the poor, a plan commended by the WHO and developed partly with FP7 funds. The proposed Health Impact Fund is a new way of paying for pharmaceutical innovation. The fund would incentivize the development and delivery of new medicines by paying for performance. All pharmaceutical firms worldwide would have the option of registering new medicines with the fund. By registering, a firm would agree to provide its drug at cost anywhere it is needed, and in exchange for foregoing the normal profits from drug sales, the firm is rewarded based on an assessment of the actual global health impact of the drug.

Recommendation: The European Commission should build on European work to develop a Health Impact Fund by collaborating with the WHO and policy-makers globally to realise the potential of such an agreement in sharing the benefits of pharmaceuticals. It should further explore the feasibility of similar arrangements in other areas such as food and energy.

It is especially important in light of the aspirational meaning of benefit sharing that international assistance be forthcoming to provide access to the fruits of science and technology to all. Hence the paramount value of solidarity as a principle inscribed

10 World Bank. 2010 World Development Indicators. Washington, USA: World Bank; at p. 289; Available at data.worldbank.org/sites/default/files/wdi_complete.pdf
in the *Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union* must be recognised.

**Governance of Benefit Sharing**

Critical reflection on benefit sharing as a distinctive ethical and regulatory challenge for RRI policy can be undertaken in terms of the five previously introduced overlapping issues: instruments of governance, ethical and regulatory challenges, areas calling for improved governance, needs for new governance institutions, and the potential for a distinctive European approach. Together responses to these issues provide a framework within which to formulate further recommendations for ways to better integrate benefit sharing into the responsible practice of research and innovation.

1. **Instruments of Governance**

At the global level benefit sharing is a relatively new concept that came to prominence in 1992 through the *Convention on Biological Diversity*. Since then it has received increasing attention and is now included in a range of governance instruments. The following table groups the main governance instruments related to benefit sharing type.

**2. Ethical and Regulatory Challenges**

The basic policy landscape on benefit sharing has been established. The cross-border use of resources, including plants, animals, and human genetic materials as well as traditional knowledge and research participation is regulated so as to avoid exploitation. Access to and benefit sharing with respect to non-human resources is regulated by the *Convention on Biological Diversity*; access and benefit sharing with respect to human biological resources is governed by the *Declaration of Helsinki*. However, one significant proviso is that the United States of America is not a party to the *Convention on Biological Diversity* and has effectively opted out of the benefit sharing sections of the *Declaration of Helsinki*. Given the US share in science and innovation activity, this is a major problem for achieving benefit sharing for all technoscientific transactions, commercial and non-commercial alike.

**Recommendation:** The European Union should work towards truly global ratification of the *Convention on Biological Diversity* and universal support for the *Declaration of Helsinki*, deploying EU foreign policy leverage as appropriate.
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**Table: Main Governance Instruments for Benefit Sharing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit Sharing (established sense)</th>
<th>Benefit Sharing (aspirational sense)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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2. Ethical and Regulatory Challenges

What makes achieving compliance with benefit sharing measures difficult is the cross-border nature of transactions. For instance, the *Convention on Biological Diversity* is enforced through national legislation. This means that access to courts by foreign plaintiffs is a difficulty, as well as the enforcement of judgements across jurisdictions and the use of common terms required in court proceedings. The concept of misappropriation, for instance, is particularly contested.\(^{15}\)

A recent achievement in terms of ensuring compliance with benefit sharing requirements for non-human resources was the signing, after six years of negotiations, of the Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing (2011).\(^{16}\) This protocol requires all 193 Parties to improve legal certainty and transparency for users and providers of resources by adopting relevant domestic legislation. A significant innovation of the protocol is the design of an internationally recognised certificate of compliance, which can be required at designated checkpoints.\(^{17}\) Minimum information required by such a certificate of compliance includes (a) issuing authority, (b) date of issuance, (c) provider, (d) unique certificate identifier, (e) person or entity to whom prior informed consent was granted, (f) subject-matter or genetic resources covered by the certificate, (g) confirmation that mutually agreed terms were established, (h) confirmation that prior informed consent was obtained, and (i) commercial and/or non-commercial use.

An additional support for benefit sharing would be for scientific and technological research support funds to be made conditional on compliance with benefit sharing principles. For instance, in a proactive move, the main German research foundation (*Deutsche Forschungsgesellschaft*, DFG) requires all applicants to show that they are in compliance with the *Convention on Biological Diversity*. Although this measure targets public funding, it not only raises compliance in the publicly supported research sector but significantly increases awareness of benefit sharing requirements.

*Recommendation:* The European Commission should specifically include a requirement for compliance with the *Convention on Biological Diversity* in the forthcoming *Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research and Innovation ethics review protocol.*

Although the *Convention on Biological Diversity* focuses attention on benefit sharing with regard to non-human resources, ensuring benefit sharing for human biological resources remains an issue. There are two main reasons for this. The first is that in developed countries most human research participants contribute to research as altruists. As a result, the altruism model is widely advocated for all research participation, even though research locations have increasingly shifted to the global South. However, the altruism model does not take account of a significant double standard. Anyone taking part in medical research in the North (with some exceptions in the
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17 The term “checkpoint” is used in the CBD Nagoya Protocol to describe any institution set up under domestic legislation, which is able to check compliance.
United States) is almost always guaranteed access to the fruits of their altruism. By contrast, research participants in developing countries of the South are unlikely to have access to the latest medical innovations through any national health services. They will therefore have contributed to the advancement of science without sharing any of the benefits.

The second reason why benefit sharing for human biological resources remains a major problem is the concern within international research ethics about the “undue inducement” of research participants. At its extreme, benefit sharing of any form, even access to successfully tested interventions, can be regarded as an undue inducement to participate in research in a developing country setting. For instance, bioethicist George Annas has argued that it is not possible to “do studies ethically in a country where there is no basic health care. Although it is possible to be clear with people in developing countries that they are participating in research, what they hear is that they have a chance to get treatment for some illness or disease that is not otherwise available. How can you put them in that position and then say they are giving informed consent?”

Realising benefit sharing faces considerably more challenges than can be detailed in this report. However, one challenge which must be mentioned is the gender divide. While guidelines and conventions governing benefit sharing exist, they fail to address adequately “the potential problem of inequity affecting women when it comes to the distribution of benefits.” The problem arises because current processes of benefit sharing do “not guarantee the representation and participation of women in the decision-making process” due to “existing social structures that promote and maintain discrimination.”

3. Areas Calling for Improved Governance

Achieving benefit sharing in science and innovation must be a global endeavour, as the benefits that are most needed in the South are often generated in the North, although frequently using resources obtained from the South. It is essential that the governance of benefit sharing not be a “red tape” exercise. As noted above, the requirements for benefit sharing are included in a range of binding and non-binding legislation. It is time to move from prescription to realisation. However, complex issues do not have simple solutions and no actor can solve problems of such magnitude on their own.

It is important not to exclude the private sector from responsibilities towards the aspirational goal of benefit sharing. In this regard, the pharmaceutical industry has been drafted in as co-responsible for fulfilling the human right to health through the Millennium Development Goals. Goal 8, target E, requires that governments “[i]n cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide access to
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20 Fatima Alvarez-Castillo and Dafna Feinholz (2006) Women in Developing Countries and Benefit Sharing, in Developing World Bioethics, 6(3)113–121.
affordable essential drugs in developing countries”.

**Recommendation: Following the Millennium Development Goal approach, all relevant sectors of society should be engaged in contributing to the aspiration of benefit sharing.**

### 4. Needs for New Governance Institutions

The main difficulty in ensuring benefit sharing with developing countries remains in the area of human biological resources. A short case description of the Indonesian Avian Flu case may illustrate the problem.

The Indonesian case not only shows how disputes over benefit sharing can put at risk access to resources needed for scientific advancements, but also how such disputes can endanger global public health. It is thus urgent that equitable solutions to benefit sharing be developed. It is necessary to be pro-active about building an equitable relationship between the donors and users of human biological resources in order to ensure the future success of the scientific research enterprise. At World Health Organisation level the following was noted in 2007 at the “International Governmental Meeting on Pandemic Influenza Preparedness: Sharing of Influenza Viruses and Access to Vaccines and Other Benefits”:

> We agree to take urgent action to develop fair, transparent and equitable international mechanisms on virus sharing and benefit sharing... We agree that viruses and samples are to be shared within the WHO system, consistent with national laws and regulations, while the detailed framework for virus sharing and benefit sharing continues to be developed.

Since then some progress has been made. After several years of negotiations, a WHO working group reached agreement on an alternative framework for virus sharing in April 2011. This framework is meant to be responsive to the concerns raised by the Indonesian government. The framework was ratified by the WHO at the May 2011 World Health Assembly (WHA) meeting and includes the requirement for two Stand-
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23 Thanks to Meena Krishnamurthy for providing additional information on this topic.

ardized Material Transfer Agreement (SMTAs). The first SMTA contains terms and conditions which prohibit laboratories that are part of the WHO from making intellectual property claims in relation to the samples shared with them. The second SMTA, among other things, requires those outside of the WHO to commit to at least two conditions, selected from a list of options that includes giving developing countries 10% of the resulting vaccines and/or anti-virals, selling 10% of these at an affordable price, or granting manufacturing companies within developing countries licenses to produce vaccines at affordable royalties or royalty free. Although this constitutes a first step towards a benefit sharing framework for human resources, starting with virus sharing, its implementation success has yet to be tested. More importantly, more work is required to cover all human biological resources.

Recommendation: The European Commission should collaborate with the WHO to devise a comprehensive benefit sharing framework relevant to future access to human biological resources as well as global public health. This may lead to checkpoints similar to those for the Convention on Biological Diversity that could form a new governance institution.

5. A European Approach?

Benefit sharing is a prime example of an initiative in which Europe could exercise leadership. The United States has not signed the Convention on Biological Diversity and has opted out of the benefit sharing requirements of the Declaration of Helsinki, clearly demonstrating little interest in benefit sharing. While India and China are building up their benefit sharing legislation domestically, this does not represent a pro-active move to achieve benefit sharing globally, but rather a reasonable move to protect national assets. Hence, Europe could take the lead in ensuring that, as proclaimed in the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being, “all humanity may enjoy the benefits of biology and medicine”. This is a principle that applies in many areas, from the results of agricultural research to energy innovation.


Global Governance and Responsible Research and Innovation

Ethical and regulatory challenges to science and research policy increasingly exhibit global features that in turn call for global responses. This report has examined two cases, privacy protection and benefit sharing, that illustrate relevant complexities. Identifying, formulating and facilitating responses to such complexities is key to developing a general framework that can foster and support Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) and the report has sought to identify and recommend such responses. Now it is appropriate to consider a more general foundation for any framework for science and research policy at the global level. Our view is that multilateralism provides the best strategy for advancing RRI in meeting the ethical and regulatory challenges facing the global governance of science.

Global Governance and Responsible Research and Innovation

Governance entails “multiple processes of control and management that take place within and between states, in public agencies and private firms, or in any other social organization.” More specifically, “governance involves directing or setting goals, selecting means, regulating their operation, and verifying results.” The concept of governance in this context thus implies some degree of multilateralism.

In international relations, multilateralism is contrasted with unilateralism. Unilateralism occurs when a state acts on its own to assert its interests, and multilateralism when countries work together to achieve a common goal or good. Although the phenomenon of multilateralism can be traced back to the post-Napoleonic Congress of Vienna (1814-1815) and perhaps to the Treaty of Westphalia (1648), it emerged as a widely accepted practice only after World War II. The creation of the United Nations and the European Union are two of the more prominent efforts at multilateralism, although the results have been quite different.

Beyond its employment as a concept in international relations, however, the phenomenon of multilateralism exists within states when different classes or interest groups collaborate — indeed, whenever any cooperation occurs among otherwise autonomous or semi-autonomous agents. Team work and interdisciplinarity can be thought of as other forms of multilateralism. From this perspective, multilateralism is a reasonable name for the form of...
cooperation in the science policy area that takes place between multiple types of political institutions, respecting appropriate degrees of autonomy among them, and simultaneously reaching out across the sciences and innovation agencies, and into participating publics, in order to establish a global framework to promote RRI. RRI, in turn, is defined as:

*a transparent, interactive process by which societal actors and innovators become mutually responsive to each other with a view on the (ethical) acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability of the innovation process and its marketable products (in order to allow a proper embedding of scientific and technological advances in our society).*

RRI includes a number of elements and processes that readily fold into a multilateral framework, broadly construed. These include embedding technology assessment and foresight in research, innovation and societal activities. Also important is the application of the precautionary principle (taking into consideration also other values as discussed in chapter 1) and promoting continuous risk assessment and monitoring of innovation and research activities. The implementation of ethics as a feature of design (for example Privacy by Design as described in chapter 2) would contribute to such a framework. Other elements relevant to RRI include the potential use of demonstration projects, especially those representing a shift from risk governance to innovation governance, which can realign how research and innovation activities are conceived. This ideally would be complemented with the promotion of normative models for governance agreed on through multilateral mechanisms of dialogue and consensus. The final element of RRI is public debate, which is continuous, informed and supported by public engagement activities during the entire cycle of research and innovation and the governance process.

Debates on the challenges faced in the governance of science occur at multiple levels, in varied settings and between a diverse range of actors and stakeholders. Yet as a result of pressures associated with global challenges — as noted in chapter 1 and explored in more detail with regard to privacy protection in chapter 2 and benefit sharing in chapter 3 — governance capabilities are seldom sufficient at either national or global levels. Additionally, each of the elements of RRI poses significant challenges for national or European authorities to implement within their own settings, which only compounds implementation difficulties in more local or global contexts. Global governance nevertheless requires mediation through and expression at local or national levels. There is no global without a local aspect. Any approach to global RRI governance thus requires co-operation from national sources of governance and their assistance in the adaptation of existing international mechanisms.

However, existing forms of science governance at national levels can be useful as sites for best-practices and expertise in determining effective governance frameworks. These national exemplars
are varied and are often situated within a complex assemblage of different types of governance organizations and processes. They may be statutory regulatory authorities, governmental departments, funding agencies, stakeholder and interest groups, NGOs, professional and scientific organisations, the media, corporate and industrial associations or society and its publics. How these organizations and processes interact invites sustained analysis.

**Mapping Interactive Complexities**

Scientific research and innovation are pursued on the basis of varied social and economic needs, public expectations, and attitudes towards different sciences and technologies. Although national models of science governance diverge in structure and organisation, successes are often copied by others and values or principles promoted by sources of governance in one context can be transferred to others. In nearly all national settings these sources interact in determining and shaping how science is governed. The forms these interactions take are key factors in identifying successful national frameworks of science governance. To highlight different ways in which international approaches might develop, it is useful to consider the following questions:

- What types of dialogue take place?
- How is consensus achieved?

**What types of dialogue take place?** In relation to RRI, a framework for discussing the right impacts is essential. Dialogue also needs to be continuous and multilateral (in the sense of involving stakeholders from all sectors and activities) and to have a normative dimension. Mechanisms and activities focusing on dialogue between national and existing international organisations with interests in developing a global governance of science are critical. Indeed, some such mechanisms already exist in the form of professional scientific societies, churches, national and global funding institutions (public and private) — although to varying degrees in terms of the geographic range and stakeholders involved. Some international forums also exist such as the UN system and the ERA that could be leveraged further in the context of privacy protection and benefit sharing. Formal mechanisms of dialogue in the global context (which could be facilitated and promoted through these organisations) includes convening high-level policy meetings and expert-driven workshops, and the development and enhancement of global forums where stakeholders can participate.

**How is consensus achieved?** For RRI to be successfully promoted and implemented at the global level consensus is vital. Achieving a framework for RRI arguably entails that the first challenge is to have a reasoned debate and dialogue to identify those values and principles that should constitute a normative framework for global governance. The global reflection that led to adoption of the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* and the regional discussion that
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6 For example moratoria on human cloning were quickly transposed in national law in different countries copying declarations made by scientific organisations, see for example the Society of Developmental Biology, www.sdbonline.org/SDBNews/CloneRes.html
produced the *Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union* are two examples of such a process. The recommendations which conclude this report are potential starting points for an analogous discussion related to RRI. There are significant dangers in adopting a set of values without attempting to establish a consensus. Lessons can be derived here from how existing governance processes have operated.

There are a number of other ways by which consensus might be pursued. These could range from international treaties or signed agreements between various national and transnational or policy organisations to declarations, non-binding agreements or best practice guidelines and/or policy principles. The Lund Conference, undertaken as an action of the Swedish Presidency of the European Union (second half of 2009), provides a salient model.

One widely appreciated risk in terms of securing as broadly based consensus as is possible is that it may become so diluted as to be meaningless. Establishing consensus necessitates the widest possible participation and engagement of stakeholders but in ways that meet the substantive challenges of science governance.

*What are the power relationships among different sources and stakeholders?* In a global context power relationships between different stakeholders and different countries or regions may play a critical role in determining RRI frameworks and outcomes. In the context of benefit sharing, for example, the struggles between the global North and South have been highlighted in terms of setting the agenda and debates. Other disjunctions in power relationships are present within the domain of privacy, such as between corporate, military, and civil liberties interests. Considering the other challenges...
depicted in the table in chapter 1, it is reasonable to assume that other configurations of power and power relationships will impact on RRI dialogues, consensus building and implementation of normative models for science governance.

**What values shape the perspectives of these sources?** For RRI to include the promotion of normative models of governance, it is crucial that it involve different social, cultural, political, legal and ethical viewpoints and values is crucial, in respect to both substance and application. This includes different values per se and differences in how values are applied. This report explores how the *Charter on Fundamental Rights* and the values expressed within it can be related to issues and challenges in the governance of science and innovation. But the cases of privacy protection and benefit sharing are only two among a much larger set of challenges to be considered.

**Multilateralism and Responsible Research and Innovation**

The two cases of privacy protection and benefit sharing highlight how no specific set of governance resources, either at national or global levels, can offer sufficient governance tools for coping with the challenges faced by the international community. The only method that can bring together available capabilities and offer a framework for the development and implementation of innovative tools of governance is multilateralism.

It is evident that the EU already engages to a significant extent in multilateral practices and governance in the conduct of science. This is especially the case in the conduct of EU-funded science. EU science policy emphasizes consortia comprising partners from different countries, stakeholder involvement in determining science agendas, and dialogue between the European Commission, Member States, and scientific and funding organisations on the areas of science that should be prioritised and the funding schemes that should be deployed.

Multilateralism in science policy is thus a generally practiced process through which different governance objectives can be achieved in a global governance framework by bringing together and allowing sources of governance to co-operate at the international level. The fact that in this European case the “international” is actually activated only on a regional level should not obscure the potential of the same process to reach a broader scope.

Analysis of a range of studies (both classical and more recent) reveals that the traditional, state-centric visions of multilateralism do not correspond to the realities of the 21st century. Indeed, the eminent foreign policy professional Richard Haas rejects the possibility of one common understanding of multilateralism. Different types of multilateralism include manifest elite multilateralism, functional multilateralism (coalitions of the willing), and informal multilateralism. The concept of multilateralism thus offers rich potential for development with regard to RRI science policy.

The literature offers several examples of theoretical efforts to go beyond state-centric thinking. This opens up multilateralism as a concept, making it applicable to complex international structures which embrace the variety of relationships resulting from interactions on sub-regional,
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national, regional and global levels. One such mind-opening exercise argues that:

multilateralism is premised upon functioning and autonomous sovereign states, which is in some instances a fiction. Sovereignty as an exclusive norm of domestic jurisdiction is in turn being challenged by universal norms relating to human rights and governance.  

In another instance, the scholar Emmauel Adler suggests a “new approach” to multilateralism arguing that “classic forms of universal intergovernmental multilateralism” have been challenged by multiple factors. These factors include hegemonic pressures, the weakening of sovereignty, the growing global role of non-state actors, policy networks, and the transfer of liberal practices and institutions from national to international and transnational spheres. As a reaction to growing complexities, multilateralism has been adapted and transformed. Adler himself proposes a new conceptual model he terms “communitarian multilateralism” that expresses cultural convergences beyond those reflected in political alliances. Adler expresses several concerns regarding communitarian multilateralism, including that it is unlikely to contribute to global governance because its practices are inherently exclusive. However, if global governance can be applied to limited sectors such as research and science, then a communitarian multilateralism would be feasible in considering the complex range and scope of possible governance sources that would be involved.

Practices developed in scientific research communities already show signs of moving towards such communitarian multilateralism. Research and innovation is expanding beyond the classical borders of sovereignty. On the basis of overlapping networks of cooperation that contribute to “communitarian practices”, collective identity formation is taking place. Research and innovation, when addressed from the perspective of material values alone, lead to a stress on economic development at the global level. Communitarian multilateralism opens a path for RRI which is aimed at utilization of the knowledge and practices accumulated by epistemic communities for the benefit of humanity.

One of the driving forces behind multilateralism in its classical interpretation was a need to regulate and control the complexities of interstate relations as a result of the pressures of increasing globalization. In the 21st century “complexity becomes even more complex” as a consequence of the multiplicity of actors and channels of interaction, a feature strongly characteristic of all national and global science. There are several parallel layers of multilateralism, starting with formal governmental multilateralism, followed by informal “light multilateralism”. In some sectors “hard multilateralism” (security, use of force, sovereignty) prevails, in others “light multilateralism” (informal and voluntary agreements). In the field of research and science “light multilateralism” matters more because of the multiplicity of actors involved who are not traditional sources of governance. Another useful notion is that of the international regime. According to Stephen Krasner:


International regimes are defined as principles, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures around which actor expectations converge in a given issue-area.\textsuperscript{12}

We characterise an attempt to develop a governance framework for global scientific and innovation processes as an example of a global regime. As we have suggested previously some elements are found at national levels, but the challenge is to transpose, adapt or create new global frameworks that can successfully replicate national contexts. The practical challenges, given the problematic issues faced by governing science and technology responsibly in the global context, have been highlighted in this report with specific reference to privacy protection and benefit sharing.

Multilateralism presupposes a framework that allows for collective decision-making; the formation of rules and norms which in the most general way is a process of regulation based on inclusiveness; interconnectivity and collaboration. It is also based on permanent dialogue oriented towards consensus building on a global level. Multilateralism as a process is valuable in itself, since it engages diverse participants, seeks substantive commonalities and specifies the goals to be achieved. As this report argues, the multilateral global governance of science will need to include a wide range of:

- Actors, whether or not they are sources of governance per se (states, academic communities, agencies, financing bodies, international organizations, international associations);
- Types of relations among actors (formal, informal, institutionalized, non-institutionalized, politically driven, science driven); and
- Rule-, norm-, and decision-making procedures (at national, regional and global scales) along with an appreciation of how different forms of governance interact or are used in different situations and contexts when shaping these procedures.

Conclusion

Harnessing the potential of science and technology for sustainable green growth, human development and equitable global justice is a major challenge that goes against the grain of some major contemporary dynamics, including commercialization, emerging security agendas and knowledge divides that exclude many developing countries. The capacity of science and research policy at the global level to respond to these ethical and regulatory challenges cannot be taken for granted. It requires, on the contrary, an innovative and ambitious institutional approach.

From this perspective, multilateralism is not one option to be considered. It is the only viable model for global governance that can ensure that the benefits of science and technology, in a framework of Responsible Research and Innovation, are delivered in ways consistent with the diversity of actors, mechanisms and values that necessarily characterize any international science and technology regime. The internal dynamic of science and technology cannot guarantee ethical behaviour, social benefits or inclusiveness. And no credible top-down approach can be proposed that might provide effective coordination based on a single set of values of institutional mechanisms.

\textsuperscript{12} Ibid, p. 1.
However, multilateralism is not in itself an institutional model. It is a template. With a view to developing specific practical ideas for implementation, we propose therefore that the European Commission and other relevant parties engage in a debate on what model should be taken forward and promoted at the international level for Responsible Research and Innovation. There are basically three options:

First, an international networking model that presupposes increased interaction among existing research organizations, communities, groups and individuals. This is characterised by a loose, bottom-up, open structure which is constantly transforming and adapting to global challenges. The model is based on communitarian multilateralism in how it functions as well as its processes. The interaction and practices of different actors on different levels produces new international science regimes based on RRI.

Second, an enhanced EU model exported to global level. This model represents a combination of international networking and hard governance components. It means that there should be an international organization that is willing to perform (or allowed to perform with the agreement of national/regional organisations) the role of global governance of science. The EU could offer its framework for further expansion in the field of research and be the focal point for the promotion of RRI frameworks and processes. Institutionalization of the global governance of science is in this model complemented by increasing flows of networks.

Third, a hard governance model based on laws, regulations and codes: this model might be regarded as the most effective, at first glance, because institutions are core to the governance process.

The power hierarchy is established, principles of governance are defined, procedures described, conditionality elements incorporated and risk management foreseen. However the model has weaknesses. It can be described as a top-down structure where the existence of diversity of individual practices is secondary and interactions among research communities are not part of the process. Under these conditions RRI will not become a practice but a principle by choice.
Conclusions and Recommendations

The global governance of science — especially insofar as it involves responding to ethical and regulatory challenges to science and research policy at the global level — requires the guidance of appropriately universal norms. The ethical norms internal to the conduct of science, although important, are inadequate when it comes to providing responsible direction for research and innovation. The management of risk helps establish external boundaries beyond which the continued practice of technoscientific research and development becomes irresponsible. Today, however, as scientific insight and technological power increase, it is more important than ever to guide science, especially publicly funded research, towards positive outcomes that can improve human lives. As argued in chapter 1, authentically responsible research and innovation depends crucially on positive guidance from those anchor points that serve society across the whole spectrum of social institutions and human activities: human rights and the principles of dignity, freedoms, equality, solidarity, citizens’ rights, justice, and sustainability. It is precisely this sense of our common human responsibility to contribute to the development of a properly human world that gives rise to the effort to combine the themes of ethical acceptability, risk management, and human benefit to formulate the ideal of Responsible Research and Innovation.

It was in the context of initial reflections on the values that ground RRI that we introduced the first of a series of twelve core recommendations.

**Recommendation 1:** The European Commission should continue to pursue a balance between ethical and socio-cultural diversity, both at the EU level and globally, in accord with respect for internationally recognized fundamental values. This is especially important in such challenges as privacy protection and benefit sharing as aspects of the global governance of science and innovation.

The governance of science in the light of common values — derived from European experience and open to universal subscription — calls for a transparent, interactive process in which researchers, innovators, and other societal actors become mutually responsive to each other with a view to promoting ethical acceptability, sustainability and relevant value anchor points for the innovation process and its marketable products. This model corresponds to an ideal of responsible research and innovation.

Critical reflection on and analysis of tensions between privacy and security resulted in six more specific recommendations:

Chapters 2 and 3 considered the applicability of the RRI ideal in case studies of privacy protection regarding research and innovation in new security technologies, and benefit sharing across multiple scientific and technological divides.
Recommendation 2: The European Commission should sponsor critical reflection at both scholarly and policy development levels on the full implications of the inherent transparency of electronic information.

Recommendation 3: The European Commission should promote a culture in which security and privacy are not conceived as competing values. This will require both sustained research and collaborative consensus decision making with regard to these two fundamental values.

Recommendation 4: The European Commission should pursue development of truly global standards and appropriate enforcement mechanisms for the protection of privacy in the presence of advances in security technologies. This implies a more in-depth analysis of the ways in which emerging security technologies impact society and cultural standards.

Recommendation 5: Weaknesses in self-regulation and legal governance suggest technological governance as a good site for concrete, operationalized engagement with tensions between the protection of privacy and the pursuit of security. Such technological governance may offer reasonable prospects for improved governance activities by making privacy an innovation driver rather than a barrier.

Recommendation 6: The European Commission should promote a wider understanding of Privacy by Design, including in this concept both personal data protection and respect for personal (physical and psychological) integrity. The EC should in all appropriate cases require the implementation of the Privacy by Design principle and seek ways to educate private and public interests about its benefits.

Recommendation 7: The European Commission should strengthen its own understanding of and commitment to privacy as a fundamental human right while promoting broader recognition of and affirmation of this right in a global context.

It is easy to imagine a number of ways to further operationalize some of these recommendations. With regard to recommendation 4, the EC might well consider offering an X-Prize for innovations that enhance privacy or integrate privacy protection in security technology.

With regard to recommendations 3, 5, 6, and 7, the EC might well benefit from the development of alliances with the free and open source software (FOSS) movement. Perhaps more than any other group of technical professionals, members of the FOSS network have been committed to exploration of ways to enact respect for privacy while protecting security and reflecting critically on the societal influences, intended and unintended, of their research and innovation.

In conjunction with further critical reflection on and analysis of the challenges of benefit sharing across scientific and technological divides, we added another set of recommendations:

Recommendation 8: The European Union should work towards truly global ratification of the Convention on Biological Diversity and universal support for the Declaration of Helsinki, deploying EU foreign policy leverage as appropriate.
Recommendation 9: The European Commission should specifically include a requirement for compliance with the Convention on Biological Diversity in the forthcoming Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research and Innovation ethics review protocol.

Recommendation 10: Following the Millennium Development Goal approach, all relevant sectors of society should be engaged in contributing to the aspiration of benefit sharing.

Recommendation 11: The European Commission should collaborate with the WHO to devise a comprehensive benefit sharing framework relevant to future access to human biological resources as well as global public health. This may lead to checkpoints similar to those for the Convention on Biological Diversity that could form a new governance institution.

Recommendation 12: The European Commission should build on European work to develop a Health Impact Fund by collaborating with the WHO and policy-makers globally to realise the potential of such an agreement in sharing the benefits of pharmaceuticals. It should further explore the feasibility of similar arrangements in other areas such as food and energy.

Moving beyond the two case studies, chapter 4 sought to identify a general framework for pursuing such recommendations and advancing RRI on a broad scale. The framework proposed is multilateralism, which has obvious affinities with the political principle of subsidiarity and the knowledge producing practices of interdisciplinarity. It recognizes in particular that neither global consensus nor global hegemony can be assumed as background conditions against which an international science and technology regime might be established, governed and over time made more ethically acceptable.

Consider first the principle of subsidiarity, which concerns the relationship between state and society and can be summarized by means of three guidelines: Do not make a higher governance level to do what a lower level can do. Higher governance levels should intervene only when individuals or groups that make up lower levels are not able to function alone. The relevant governance level is always the one closest to the individual. In short, the subsidiarity principle affirms the primacy of the person while acknowledging the reality of emergent forms of social organization that are often necessary to assist the practice and promote the flourishing of basic human values. As such, subsidiarity is another way to enrich multilateralism.

Consider too the phenomenon of interdisciplinarity.\(^1\) Increasingly it is recognized that disciplinarity has to some extent exhausted its potential and that pertinent knowledge production depends on crossing disciplinary boundaries, particularly with respect to key emerging areas of major societal concern. The problems of contemporary science and innovation seldom fit comfortably in disciplinary silos, especially insofar as science and innovation are pursued not as ends in themselves but as means to benefit humanity at large. The challenges of negotiating the tensions between privacy protection and security enhancement and of sharing

---

1 See, e.g., Robert Frodeman, Julie Thompson Klein, and Carl Mitcham, eds., 2010, Oxford Handbook of Interdisciplinarity, Oxford University Press.
benefits from health, agricultural, energy, or climate research — in all cases across scientific and technological divides within Europe, among sometimes competing and at other times cooperating nation States, and between the developed and the developing worlds — are not amenable to any simple disciplinary research and innovation. For these and associated reasons funding agencies (private and public, national and international) regularly call for the practice of multi-, inter-, and transdisciplinary scientific research and technological innovation. To integrate value-based responsibility into research and innovation is thus another necessary aspect of interdisciplinarity.

In order to promote multilateralism, broadly construed, in the pursuit of RRI we would put forward the following (non-exhaustive) list of specific actions for consideration as part of the agenda towards enacting our Recommendations:

- EC intra-agency discussions of the challenges of privacy protection and benefit sharing;
- EU Member State discussions and development of relevant privacy protection and benefit sharing guidelines;
- Programs for compiling and evaluating existing European mechanisms of global science governance, to highlight best practices and record transnational expertise in managing science projects;
- Education for researchers in the ideals and practices of RRI;
- Further research into the particular challenges outlined in this report, as a basis for identifying specific international governance mechanisms that would mitigate against them;
- EC research and dialogue on the grand challenges for science and innovation, adopting a foresight or other relevant methodology to stimulate and attract medium- and long-term investigative responses;
- Comparisons and contrasts of Member State and non-European perspectives on grand and global challenges;
- A platform with scientists, government agents, and interested stakeholders to assess research results generated by research initiatives into governance responses to relevant challenges;
- Dialogue between scientists and representatives of interest groups devoted specifically to defending and promoting dignity, freedoms, equality, solidarity, civil rights, justice, and sustainability;
- Expanding the criteria of scientific merit to include RRI when assessing funding proposals and broadening the peer review process to include non-scientists, human rights activists and other interested parties;
- Encouraging professional scientific societies, disciplinary and interdisciplinary alike, to develop and clearly state relevant norms, guidelines, and implementation mechanisms for RRI;
- Opening avenues for dialogue among all interested actors in the governance of science through expert workshops or high level policy conferences; and potentially
- Drafting a code of RRI conduct.

When reflecting on the potential for a European approach, this kind of broad, critical, reflective engagement with science and innovation is characteristic and distinctive of European life and culture. Along with its commitment to human rights and basic values, this is one of the most important aspects of what can be seen through the eyes of Europe concerning the pursuit of responsible science and innovation.
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This expert group report on the Ethical and Regulatory Challenges to Science and Research Policy at the Global Level has been authored by experts from Europe and the United States of America in an interdisciplinary manner.

Science is a major driving force of globalisation. We cannot assume that the ethical values underpinning the European Union’s Framework Programme are accepted outside Europe. This has become very clear in the global discussion on privacy standards and data protection, as well as on the ethical imperative for benefit sharing from scientific and technological advance. The expert group has made specific policy recommendations for these two topics, especially in the light of emerging technologies.

The expert group advocates an approach to advance an international framework for responsible research and innovation by means of multilateral dialogue. Since governmental bodies have limited possibilities, it will be necessary to include both state and non-state actors in this dialogue.